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BIVARIATE MONOTONE APPROXIMATION

GEORGE A. ANASTASSIOU

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. Let / be a two variable continuously differentiable real-valued

function of certain order on [0, 1] and let L be a linear differential operator

involving mixed partial derivatives and suppose that L(f) > 0 . Then there ex-

ists a sequence of two-dimensional polynomials Qm n(x, y) with L(Qm n) >

0, so that / is approximated simultaneously and uniformly by Qm n . This

approximation is accomplished quantitatively by the use of a suitable two-

dimensional first modulus of continuity.

Introduction

An essential topic of approximation theory is of monotone approximation,

initiated by O. Shisha in 1965 (see [13]). There the problem was: given a

positive integer r, approximate with rates a given function whose rth derivative

is > 0 by polynomials having the same property. This initial problem was

generalized by G. A. Anastassiou and O. Shisha in 1985 (see [1]) by replacing

the rth derivative with a linear differential operator of order r. The rate of the

related uniform convergence was given through the first modulus of continuity.

During the last twenty-five years there has been extensive research on mono-

tone polynomial approximation, in particular, improving Shisha's initial result

e.g. J. A. Roulier [12]. Especially G. G. Lorentz and K. Zeller [8], G. G. Lorentz

[7], and then R. DeVore [3] have obtained Jackson type estimates on the rate

of uniform approximation of monotone functions by monotone polynomials.

Furthermore E. Passow, L. Raymon, and J. A. Roulier [10, 11] have studied

deeply the comonotone polynomial approximation of comonotone functions

and D. J. Newman [9] was able to produce a Jackson type estimate related

to comonotone approximation.

More recently R. DeVore and X. Yu [4] have given a constructive proof of

Timan-Teljackovski type pointwise estimates for monotone polynomial approx-

imation involving the second modulus of smoothness a>2. Also D. Leviatan [5]

presented pointwise estimates involving co2 and providing convex polynomial
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approximation, as well as simultaneous monotone and convex polynomial ap-

proximation. In addition, using a suitable Peetre functional, D. Leviatan [6]

obtained estimates with respect to œ2 of the Jackson type on the rate of mono-

tone polynomial approximation. Then he applied these results to get estimates

on the degree of comonotone polynomial approximation.

In this paper we deal with the following general two-dimensional problem (see

Theorem 2): Let / be a two variable continuously differentiable real-valued

function of given order and let L be a linear differential operator involving

mixed partial derivatives and suppose that L(f) > 0. Then find a sequence of

bivariate polynomials Qm n(x, y) with the property L(Qm n) > 0 so that / is

approximated simultaneously in Qm n in the uniform norm. This approxima-

tion is given with rates through inequalities involving the bivariate first modulus

of continuity in the Stancu sense (see [14]). We prove our result with the help

of a bivariate simultaneous approximation theorem by I. Badea and C. Badea

(see [2]).

We would like to mention

Definition (D. D. Stancu [14]). Let / G C([0, l]2), [0, l]2 = [0, 1] x [0, 1],

where (x, , y,), (x2, y2) € [0, 1] and <5,, ô2 > 0. The first modulus of conti-

nuity of / is defined as follows:

co(f,Sx,S2)=     sup     \f(xx,yx)-f(x2,y2)\.
|x,-.*2|<<5|

\y¡-y2\<¿2

Definition 2. Let / be a real-valued function defined on [0, l]2 and let m, n

be two positive integers. Let Bm n be the Bernstein (polynomial) operator of

order (m, n) given by

;=0 ;=0      v /     \      /     \J /

For integers r, s > 0, we denote by j*r,s' the differential operator of order

(r, s), given by

f{r's\x,y)=dr+sf(x,y)/dxrdys.

To prove Theorem 2 we need the following simultaneous approximation re-

sult:

Theorem 1 (I. Badea, C. Badea [2]). It holds that

where m > k > 0, n > I > 0 are integers, f is a real-valued function on [0, 1]

such that f(k'l) is continuous, and t is a positive real-valued function on N2,

N = {0, 1,2,...}. Here \\ • W^ is the supremum norm.
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Next comes our result

Theorem 2. Let hx, h2, vx, v2, r, p be integers, 0 < hx < vx < r, 0 < h2 <

v2 < p and let f e Cr,p([0, I]2). Let atj(x,y), i = hx, /z, + 1, ... , vx ;

j = h2, h2 + 1, ... , v2 be real-valued functions, defined and bounded in [0,1]

and assume a, ,    is either > a > 0 or < ß < 0 throughout [0,1] . Consider
"l"2

the operator

L = Y^Ydal](x,y)di+j/dxldy]
i=hx j=h2

and suppose that throughout [0,1] ,

(2) L(f)>0.

Then for integers m, n with m > r, n > p, there exists a polynomial

Qmn(x, y) of degree (m, n) such that L(Qmn(x, y)) > 0 throughout [0, l]2

and

(3) ll/^-flï'il < PmJL,f)
(hx-k).v

all (0, 0) < (k, I) < (hx, h2). Furthermore we get

(4)

Jltz-Jy. +<«(/)'

\\f(kJ)-QtJh <Mkm'jf),

for all (hx + 1, h2 + 1) < (k, I) < (r, p). Also (4) is true whenever 0 < k < hx

h2+ 1 <l <p or hx + 1 < k < r, 0<l<h2. Here

<Í^<JM)^t(k,l).oo(f{kJ) 1 1

Vm - k ' -fn- I
(k(k-l)   /(/-1)\   „Ak,r>

m
..ffizJíl.y

\     m n     J   "

and

Pm^Pm,n(L,f)^YZzZlij-M^H,
i=h\ J = h2

where t is a positive real-valued function on N   and

lu =      sup      \a~\ (x, y) • au(x, y) \ < oo .
(x,y)e{0,i}2

Proof. Let m, n be integers such that m > r, n > p .

Case (i). Assume that throughout [0,1]  , ahh  > a > 0. From Theorem 1

we have

(5) f + P, .^l.ll)        _(0      {x   V)f^ <M. k,l
m ,n '
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ail 0 <u < r, 0 < / < p , where

xh>   vh>

When (0, 0) < (k, l) < (hx, h2), (5) becomes

h.-k h,-l

/^•'Vx   v) + P     —_^_0(kJ)(x   V)
rrm,n(l _n\       ^m,n^x'y)<<"(hx-k)\   (h2

<MkJ
—       m, «

Hence, by the triangle inequality property of || • H^ and (x, y) e [0, 1]   we

have the validity of inequality (3). Furthermore, if (x, y) e [0, 1] , then

ai\Sx> y) -L(Qm,n(x' y)) = ah*hSx> y) -L(f(x> y))

+ pm, n + E E Q/>, h2 (*. y) • a,M - y)
i=h¡ j=h2

xA'   yh>

Qm,n(x>y)-f(x>y)-pm,«T-T'in
nV      n2-

('J)

>^-EÊV<^0-
r=A, j=h2

the last is true by inequality (5). Therefore L(Qm n(x, y)) > 0.

Case (ii). Assume that throughout [0, 1] , ah h  < ß < 0. From Theorem

1 we have

(6)

( A,    A2\(*'')

^Mm,n>

all 0<u<r, 0<l<p, where

Xa'    y*2

Qm,n(x> y) = Bm,n(f> X> >0 ~ Pm, « ̂ T ' /fí '

When (0, 0) < (k, /) < (hx, h2), (6) becomes

h.-k h,-l

fk>l\x    v)-p       JlI_y -Q(kJ\x    V)
J      ix>y>    >,»(*,-■*)!   (A,-/)!     ^.»^'^

<JH*''.
—       m,«

Hence, by the triangle inequality property of || • ||     and (x, y) e [0, 1]   we
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2
have the validity of inequality (3). Furthermore, if (x, y) e [0, 1] , then

**,*,(*' y)-L(QmJx> y)) = a~h'h2(x, y) ■ L(f(x, y))
v,     v2

- pm,n + EE ah,h2(x> y) •%■(*> y)
i=f>¡ j=h2

xh>    vk^(,'i]

QmJx>y)-f(x>y)+pm,nj¿-j¿

-        m,n^ Z^i Z^/  u        m,n '
i=ht j=h2

the last is true by inequality (6). Therefore, again L(Qm n(x, y)) > 0.

In the cases of either (hx + 1, h2 + 1) < (k, /) < (r, p) or (0 < k < hx ,

h2 + 1 < / < p) or (hx + I < k < r, 0 < / < h2), we have

f±P  il.yl)    =/<*•"
y      m>"hx\   h2\) J

Thus inequalities (5) and (6) imply inequality (4). The theorem is now estab-

lished.   □

Remark. To the best of our knowledge our result is the first one in the mul-

tivariate polynomial monotone approximation. Therefore some questions are

raised.

(i) Could we remove the assumption that ah h   is either  > a > 0 or

< ß <0 throughout [0, l]2?

(ii) Could we obtain a better rate of uniform or pointwise convergence, and

which one is the optimal. What about the Lp case?

(iii) Could we involve in our inequalities a higher order modulus of smooth-

ness?
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